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Abstract: The theory of complex variables is used to develop exact, closed-form solutions of the transcendental equation: 
a tan(/~)+tan(c~ - b) = 0. 
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1. Introduction 
As is discussed by Ozisik [3], the solution of composite region problems in heat transfer entails solving a 
transcendental equation to find the eigenvalues. Here the authors wish to investigate the solution to one 
such equation. 
An example of a problem in which this transcendental equation occurs is 
02T1 OT 1 02T2 = OT2 
al 0x 2 0t ' as Ox 2 Ot ' 
with 
TI(O, t) = T2(a, t) = O, Tl(b, t) = T2(b, t), 
art ar~ b' 
K10x b =K2 - -~X 0<b<a,  
Tl(x,t=O)=f(x),  O<~x<~b, r2(x,t=O)=g(x), b<~x<~a. 
The solution to this problem is 
o¢ 
Tl(x,t)= ~_. A. sin(hl.x )exp(-X~.alt ), O<~x<~b, 
n~l  
o~ 
T2(x, t) = Y'. A. sin(X2.(a - x)) exp( -h2.a2t) ,  b <~ x <~ a, 
n~l  
where 
(fobf(x) sin(Xl.x)dx+ f ;g(x)s in(X2.(a-x))dx} 
b 2 a , A.= fo Sin (hl.x)dx + fb sin2(Xz.(a_ x))dx 
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with the eigenvalue given by 
k] V a2 tan(~l~b) + tan( (a -  b)X2, ) = 0. 
The form of the transcendental equation considered will be 
a tan(x)  + tan(cx - b) = 0, 
where a >~ 1, and b and c are real numbers. The restriction that a >1 1 does not restrict the range of 
solutions, because any equation of this type with a ~< 1 may, by suitable transformation, be transformed 
into a similar type of equation with a > 1. 
2. General analysis: Ix[ < ½~r 
In order to find the real solution of 
atan(x)+tan(cx -b)=O,  a~l ,  b,c~( -o0 ,  o0), (2.1) 
the sectionally analytic function 
F(z) = Log(z + a) - Log(z - a) + c(Log(z + 1) - Log(z - 1)) + 2bi (2.2) 
is introduced. Here the standard notation for Log(t) is used, i.e., 
Log(t)  = ln(l~l) + i  arg(~), arg(~) ~ [ -~r, v].  (2.3) 
From this definition, it is clear that F(z) is analytic in the complex plane cut from -a  to a along the real 
axis. It is relatively simple to show that 
r (z )  ~ 2bi + 2(a + c)/z as ]z I ~ ~.  (2.4) 
The authors have used the argument principle [1] to determine that F(z) has either one or no zeroes in the 
cut plane. The condition for the existence of one zero is the following: 
c > 0, Ibl < ½~r. (2.5) 
The relation between the zero of F(z) and the solution of (2.1) is 
x = Tan - ' ( i /z  o ), (2.6) 
where z 0 is the zero of F(z). It should be noted that z 0 is purely imaginary and henceforth will be written 
as: z o = iy 0. 
The function considered next is 
T(z) ~= F( z ) / ( z  - iy0). (2.7) 
T(z) is analytic in the complex plane cut along L = [ -  a, a], and is non-vanishing in the finite plane. In 
addition, the limiting values of T(z) satisfy the Riemann-Hilbert problem [2], 
V+(r-----~) = F+(r------~) • ~ ( -a ,  a). (2.8) 
r - ( , )  F - ( , )  ' 
It follows that T(z) may differ from a canonical solution to the Riemann-Hilbert problem, defined by 
(2.8), by only a constant. The canonical solution can be constructed from the work of Muskhelishvili [2]. 
The canonical solution is found to be 
T(z) = aexp~ (2B - - / (x ) )  2 dx 
z Jo I [R2(x )+(2B+Z(x) )  2 
1 1----~tan-1 R2(x -~ '~S) '2 (x )  dx  (2.9a) 
"~ "-~ _ a X _ z 
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where 
R(x)=ln[ (x+a) / (a -x ) ]  +cln[ l (1  +x) / (1 -x ) l ]  and 
I (x )  = [1 + ½c(1 - sgn(lx I - 1))] ~r. (2.9b) 
If the limit as Izl ~ ~ of (2.7) and (2.9) is taken, the constant K is found to be 2bi. Therefore, T(z )  = X(z )  
or  
z_i----~o = z_--Z--~expl~--~--j ° x2-z2  R2(x)+(2b+i (x ) )2  dx  
+ tan-  1 _ox-z  R:(~)+4-~---fi(x) dx,  (2.10a) 
where 
tan- l (x )  ~ [0, 2~r I. 
Equation (2.10) may now be solved for Y0- This yields 
Yo = r (z ) i /X (z )  - z i .  
A simpler form of this solution may be found by letting [zl-o oo. This yields 
I ] Y°= b + l fa ln  R: (x )+(2b- I (x ) )2  dx .  
zcr:0 [RZ(x)+(2b+I (x ) )  2 
Using (2.6), the solution to (2.1) is found to be 
x=Tan- l (1 /yo) ,  where Tan- ' (x )~ [-½~r, ½~r]. 
(2.10b) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
3. General analysis: Ixl > l~r 
If x k is defined to be the kth solution of (2.1), (2.1) may be rewritten as 
a tan(x k - ~rk) + tan(cx  k - b - "nk) = 0. (3.1) 
If the substitution Yk = xk - ~rk is used, (3.1) becomes 
a tan(yk) + tan(cy k + c~rk - b) = 0, (3.2a) 
or (by rearranging), 
a tan( Yk ) + tan(cy k -- (b  - ck~r)) = 0. (3.2b) 
Clearly, (3.2b) is a form of (2.1). 
The b - ,nkc term in the argument of the second tangent in (3.2b) may be transformed using the relation 
b' = b - kc'rr +_ n, Ib'l < ½"~, (3.3) 
where n = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . .  Using this value of b' for b in (2.2), (3.2b) reduces to (2.1) and may be solved fo ry  k 
using (2.12) and (2.13). x k may be found from the relation 
Xk -~ Yk q- ~rk. (3.4) 
The results of the two preceding sections have been checked for various values of a, b and c, and have been 
found to be accurate to at least seven significant figures. 
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Table 1 
Selected numerical evaluation results 
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a c k b' a X Xac t 
1.5 0.1 0 b 0 0 0 
1 -0.314159 2.9423 2.9423 
2 -0.628318 5.8661 5.8661 
3 -0.942477 8.7509 8.7510 
4 - 1.25664 11.5770 11.5772 
5 1.57080 17.0754 17.0752 
6 1.25664 19.8389 19.8387 
7 0.942477 22.6650 22.6649 
8 0.628318 25.5498 25.5498 
9 0.314159 28.4736 28.4736 
10 b 0 31.4159 31.4159 
1.5 0.9 0 0 0 0 
1 0.314159 3.27307 3.27307 
2 0.628318 6.5496 6.5496 
3 0.942476 9.8328 9.8328 
4 1.25664 13.1254 12.1253 
5 1.57080 16.4291 16.4290 
1.5 12.25 0 b 0 0 0 
1 -- 0.785397 3.08446 3.08446 
2 -- 1.57079 6.16887 6.16887 
3 0.785393 9.4819 9.4819 
4 b 0 12.5664 12.5664 
5 --0.785393 15.6508 15.6508 
10 0.1 0 b 0 0 0 
1 -- 0.31416 3.10949 3.10949 
2 --0.62832 6.21173 6.21173 
3 --0.94248 9.29167 9.29171 
4 -- 1.12566 12.2919 12.2922 
5 1.57080 16.5707 16.5675 
a b' is defined by (3,3a) and (3.3b). 
b This solution (b'~ 0) was determined by taking the limit of (2.12) and (2.13) as b goes to zero. 
4. Numerical evaluation 
The solutions given in the preceding sections have been used to generate igenvalues for the problem 
given in the introduction. The authors have found that these solutions give accurate results (two to three 
decimal places or more) when the integral in (2.12) is evaluated using two eight point Gaussian quadrature 
schemes. These two quadrature schemes are set up on the intervals (0, 1), and (1, a)  respectively. 
The authors suggest hat the solution given in the preceding section be used as first approximation for 
an iterative scheme (such as Newton-Raphson)  when a high degree of accuracy is necessary. 
5. Selected results 
Selected results from the numerical evaluation described in section 4 are presented in Table 1. It should 
be noted that the k in these tables corresponds to the k given in (3.3a) and (3.4), X corresponds to the value 
of x~ given in (3.1), and 'Xac t' is the actual solution to the original transcendental. 'Xac t' is determined by a 
Newton-Raphson  iteration which uses the value of x as the starting point. 
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